SECURITY EXPLORATIONS PRICING
Effective Date: 21 Jun 2018

GENERAL PRICING
We believe quality security evaluation and security research services do not need to be expensive.
Our rates are constructed, so that they are competitive and affordable for businesses of various sizes
and geographic locations (Poland along Western Europe and the US).
Our rates start from 8000 EUR per month of our services (from 50 EUR per hour). The actual pricing
primarily depends on a target of the evaluation as well as the complexity and scope of the analysis
process (i.e. code size, technologies used, source code vs. reverse engineering analysis).
Sample pricing
PROJECT TYPE
Security
evaluation

Custom
security
research

DURATION
3 months

PRICING
24000
EUR

6 months

43200
EUR (10%
discount
included)

3 months

28800
EUR

DESCRIPTION
 target is
hardware or
software
developed
by a
customer,
 access to
binary and
source
codes along
with a
technical
documentat
ion
provided by
the
customer



6 months

51840
EUR (10%
discount

target is
hardware or
software of
a 3rd party
vendor,
access to
hardware,
software
(binary
codes /

DELIVERABLES
 Technical report presenting the
results of the security
evaluation (details of all
successful attack scenarios and
weaknesses found)
 Source and binary codes for
any Proof of Concept codes and
tools developed during the
evaluation,
 Presentation of the results of
the evaluation during a 1-day
meeting at a customer
headquarter.

included)

installation
media)
provided by
the
customer

In order to request an accurate quote corresponding to a given project, please fill in the "Project
Brief / Quote Inquiry Form" form, encrypt it with our PGP key and send it back to us at services@
security-explorations.com address.
SPECIAL RATES AND DISCOUNTS
Special rates are available for educational and research institutions (universities, research labs,
supercomputing centers, etc.).
DISCOUNT TYPE
Educational and research

DESCRIPTION
Applies to research institutions
and labs seeking for a
cooperation to work on an
innovative and challenging
research in the area of
software and network security

RATE
30% discount off all our rates
(starting from 5600 EUR per
month of our services / 35 EUR
per hour)

DISCLAIMER
We do everything we can to ensure that the prices published in this document are correct, and we
try to keep our prices constant.
Although the information in this document is presented in good faith and believed to be correct at
the time of publication, Security Explorations makes no representations or warranties as to the
completeness or accuracy of the information. Security Explorations reserve the right to change,
delete, or otherwise modify the information which is represented without any prior notice. Persons
receiving this information will make their own determination as to its suitability for their own
purposes prior to use.

